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Directions for the teacher: 

STEP 1 – Ask students to match objects to the verbs they commonly appear with. Write the 

verbs on the board. Call out one object at a time and ask volunteers to make the match. When 

a correct match is made, note it on the board. 

 

 1. HAVE  - a good time, fun 

 2. TAKE  - a break, a nap 

 3. MAKE  - a mistake, your bed 

 4. DO   - homework, the dishes 

 

STEP 2 – Explain to the students that the familiar combinations they just formed are called 

collocations (if they are unfamiliar with the term). Now they will have practice with more 

advanced collocations. Copy and cut out the collocation cards on the next page. You will need 

one picture with the corresponding set of questions for each pair or small group of students.*  

 

STEP 3 – In their small groups the students must answer the set of questions that go along with 

their assigned picture. The boldfaced words must be used in their answers, but not necessarily 

in the same form or the same order. Their answers should create a short narrative.  

 

Model (HAVE):  John and Sue have been having problems ever since he got his  

new job. They’ve just had a big argument about the amount of 

traveling he does. His frequent trips have had a bad effect on 

their relationship. Sue says he’s selfish and doesn’t put their 

relationship in first place. She feels she has a point because she 

refused a job in another city in order to stay with him. 

 

STEP 4 – Students can read their texts to the class. The class should note the collocations they 

hear. After each group presentation, ask the class to recall the collocations just used and note 

them on the board. 

 

*VARIATION: You can decide to focus on one verb at a time. For example, during one lesson, 

only use cards 1 and 2 for HAVE. In the next lesson, you can use cards 3 and 4 for TAKE. Etc. 

Some students will be making narratives for the same collocations, but there will of course be 

variation in what the different groups produce. If too many of the collocations are new for your 

students, this may be the best way to use this activity to avoid information overload. 

 
Images from Microsoft clip art. 
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1. HAVE 

 

2. HAVE 

 

3. TAKE 

 

1. Why did they have an argument? 

[have an argument = argue] 

 

2. She called him selfish. Does she have a point? 

[have a point = say something that’s fair and logical] 

 

3. Why are they having problems? 

[have a problem/ have problems  = experience a difficulty (-ies)] 

 

4.  What has had a bad effect on their relationship? 

[have an effect  (on something) = effect something] 

1. Does this team have an advantage? 

[have an advantage = be in a better position to win] 

 

2. Why do they have a grudge against the other team? 

[have a grudge = remain angry because of a previous offense] 

 

3. Do they have a chance to win? 

[have a chance  = have the opportunity] 

 

4.  Does this team have experience playing in competitions? 

[have experience = have knowledge or skills from past events] 

1. Who has taken charge of this meeting? 

[take charge = assume control of something] 

 

2. What has the man asked his coworkers to take a look at? 

[take a look (at something) = consider something with care] 

 

3. What have they decided to take advantage of? 

[take advantage of  = use an opportunity] 

 

4.  Do they think it’s worth taking a chance? 

[take a chance = risk something in order to gain something] 
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4. TAKE 

 

5. MAKE 

 

6. MAKE 

 

1. This woman is at work, so why did she take the call? 

[take a call = answer the phone] 

 

2. What kind or problem is she taking care of? 

[take care of (a problem) = resolve or handle a problem] 

 

3. Whose advice did she take? 

[take someone’s advice  = follow someone’s advice] 

 

4.  Will she take interest in anyone’s offer? 

[take interest in = show interest in something] 

1. What is he making an effort to do? 

[make an effort = try] 

 

2. Is he making sense of the material? 

[make sense (of  something) = understand something confusing] 

 

3. How much progress has he made? 

[make progress  = achieve a degree of success] 

 

4.  What has he made a list of? 

[make a list = write a list] 

1. What kind of arrangements is he making? 

[make arrangements = make plans, such as hotel or travel plans] 

 

2. Did he make sure that all his documents are in order? 

[make sure = check to be certain] 

 

3. What did he make note of? 

[make note of =  notice] 

 

4.  How has this man made a fortune? 

[make a fortune = earn a lot of money] 
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7. DO 

 

8. DO 

 

1. Did she do her best during the presentation? 

[do one’s best = make the best effort possible] 

 

2. How much research did she do to prepare? 

[do research = perform research, research a topic] 

 

3. What kind of work does she do? 

[do work =  work, perform a job] 

 

4.  In her opinion, what does more harm than good? 

[do harm = cause problems / do good = benefit] 

1. Who is doing her nails?  

[do one’s nails = polish one’s nails] 

 

2. What kind of favor is her roommate doing for her while she’s 

here? 

[do a favor = perform a favor] 

 

3. When will she do the weekly shopping? 

[do the shopping =  go grocery shopping] 

 

4.  She just got advice from the manicurist. What can do 

wonders for dry hands? 

[do wonders (for something) = greatly improve or benefit] 


